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(57) The present invention provides a control unit for
a vehicle (11), wherein the control unit (12) is configured
to:
receive a message which is indicative for dynamics of

objects in a predetermined region (2a-g) which coincides
with a path (3) of the vehicle (11); and
adjust a parameter of the vehicle (11) based on the re-
ceived message.
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Description

[0001] Generally, the invention pertains to a control unit, a vehicle and a method for adjustment of a parameter of a
vehicle.
[0002] In the context of automated driving, the perception of the environment may be important. In particular, this
applies for higher levels of automated driving, such as level L4 and L5.
[0003] It is therefore well known that automated driving (AD) vehicles sense or scan their surroundings or detect them
by sensors. For example, the AD vehicle can scan its environment itself, whereby the environment can typically have
static and dynamic objects. Static objects are, e.g., trees, light signs, traffic signs, etc. which can also be known, for
example, by map data. Non-static or dynamic objects are, e.g., moving objects, people, animals, other vehicles, etc.
[0004] An AD vehicle can drive in regions where, for example, more dynamic objects are present than in its typical
location or area in which it otherwise moves, thereby increasing the dynamics in the environment compared to the current
location. Accordingly, the automated vehicle should be able to cope with such an elevated dynamic (future) environment.
[0005] The knowledge of the dynamics in an environment may also play an important role for so-called tele-operated
driving (ToD) applications, where e.g. a human operator receives a livestream from a vehicle and controls the vehicle
or supports the control. The remote sensing scheme (and, thus, uplink) can depend on the dynamics of the environment.
Hence, a data rate can be reduced if the objects in the environment are less dynamic (less or uncritical environment),
e.g. by using a slim uplink where less data is transferred over the uplink. In addition, the control scheme (e.g. direct or
indirect control) of the ToD vehicle may also depend on the environment (e.g. downlink).
[0006] From prior art document US 2019/0065810 A1 a perception module is known in a spatial monitoring system,
which is provided in an automated driving vehicle. The perception module processes data indicative of an associated
driving scenario for the automated vehicle to determine an actual spatial environment for the driving scenario and an
estimated spatial environment for the driving scenario for the automated vehicle. The actual and estimated spatial
environments are compared to each other to determine a malfunction of the perception module. The estimated spatial
environment contains, for example, a position of the road and traffic lane, a classification and position of objects and
obstacles, and a predicted motion and behavior of the objects. A disadvantage of this technology is that the dynamic
development in the (future) environment is not considered.
[0007] From US patent application US 2017/0132334 A1 automated vehicles and in particular a service platform or
fleet manager for such vehicles is known. For example, a request can be sent to a tele-operator via the service platform
in order to support the automated vehicle, whereby this request can also be sent automatically, e.g. based on planning
data for a distance to be covered by the automated vehicle. The fleet manager may establish policies for automated
vehicles, which may take into account in particular when the automated vehicle enters an area of restricted communication
capability. Here, too, the disadvantage is that the dynamic development in the (future) environment is not considered.
[0008] The object of the present invention is to provide a control unit, a vehicle and a method, which at least partially
overcome the disadvantages mentioned above.
[0009] This object is solved by the control unit of claim 1, the vehicle of claim 14 and the method of claim 15.
[0010] According to a first aspect, the present invention provides a control unit for a vehicle, wherein the control unit
is configured to:

receive a message which is indicative for dynamics of objects in a predetermined region which coincides with a path
of the vehicle; and
adjust a parameter of the vehicle based on the received message.

[0011] According to a second aspect, the present invention provides a vehicle including a control unit according to the
first aspect.
[0012] According to a third aspect, the present invention provides a method for adjustment of a parameter of a vehicle,
based on predicted dynamics of objects in a predetermined region, the method comprising:

receiving a message which is indicative for dynamics of objects in a predetermined region;
predicting dynamics of objects in the predetermined region; and
adjusting a parameter of the vehicle based on the predicted dynamics of objects in the predetermined region.

[0013] Further advantageous aspects of the present invention are set forth in the dependent claims, the drawings and
the following description of preferred embodiments.
[0014] In the light of the introductory technical background, it was recognized that the dynamics of an environment
can have an important influence on the communication system. For example, the more objects are in motion, the more
the communication may need to be adapted. For example, an automated vehicle must not only adapt its driving behavior
in this case, but also its communication settings. Furthermore, the awareness of the control may be higher in environments
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or regions which multiple high dynamic objects, in order to be able to cope with such a situation.
[0015] An environment or region with very high dynamics can mean, e.g. with regard to prediction, that there is a
strong Doppler effect that can negatively influence future quality of service. Accordingly, it may be necessary to adapt
an application that communicates e.g. via an air interface accordingly.
[0016] It was further recognized that the priori knowledge of the dynamics of an environment for automated driving
(AD) vehicles is to enable them to adapt their driving mode, perception, attention, sensors (e.g. the sampling rate),
communication behavior and the like for a future environment or region, as will be also explained in more detail further
below.
[0017] In general, perception sharing, in which, for example, perception data is shared between different vehicles, is
a known solution for predicting a future driving environment. However, such solutions typically do not measure the
dynamic characteristic or feature of the environment. It was recognized that this measurement can be important for AD
vehicles so that, for example, the vehicles can adjust their sensors and communication systems and the like for future
situations.
[0018] Similar to the concept of predictive quality of service (pQoS) in mobile communications, where the quality of a
future mobile communication is predicted, this invention, in some embodiments, pertains to a concept where the non-
stationary or the dynamics of objects in an environment or region are predicted.
[0019] Accordingly, some embodiments pertain to a control unit for a vehicle, wherein the control unit is configured to:

receive a message which is indicative for dynamics of objects in a predetermined region which coincides with a path
of the vehicle; and
adjust a parameter of the vehicle based on the received message.

[0020] Generally, the vehicle can be any type of vehicle, although some embodiments pertain to motor vehicles, in
particular automated and/or tele-operated (motor) vehicles.
[0021] The control unit may be a typical vehicle control unit (e.g. included in the motor control unit) or may include or
be separately provided in the vehicle. It typically contains one or more processors, main memory, interfaces for com-
munication with sensors, e.g. via a vehicle bus-system, a mobile communications interface, etc.
[0022] In some embodiments, the inventive concept is also referred to as predictive dynamics of environment (pDoE).
With this information, namely the prediction of the dynamics(s) of objects in an environment or region, the vehicle or
control unit, respectively, can advantageously adapt at least one parameter, whereby it can react accordingly to the
region or environment into which it will drive in the future through the future path, which coincides with the predetermined
region.
[0023] In principle, the message can be received in any form, even if in some embodiments the message is received
via a mobile radio air interface.
[0024] In some embodiments, the message is received from a server (remote computer), where the information in-
dicative of the dynamics of objects in a predetermined region is stored in a database (of the server or of the control
unit/vehicle), for example, and upon receipt of a request the information from the database is inserted into a message
and transmitted to the control unit of the vehicle.
[0025] In other embodiments, as will also be discussed further below, the message will be received from other vehicles
or objects.
[0026] The objects or information indicative of the objects can also be stored in the database or at least the information
about the dynamics of the objects. This information origins, for example, from other vehicles which detect objects via
sensors and also, for example, the speed, e.g. whether they are static or dynamic objects, and the like and transmit this
information to the central server (or in other embodiments to the vehicle/control unit). The central server (or the servers
in a distributed system) then predicts the (future) dynamics of the objects in a specific or given area based on the
information. In some embodiments, the (central) server only summarizes or clusters the dynamics of the objects in the
specified region when, for example, it receives a corresponding request from the control unit to communicate the predicted
dynamics in the predetermined region.
[0027] In some embodiments, the parameter is indicative of a sensor sampling rate that is adapted, which has the
advantage that, for example, with high dynamics, the data volume can be reduced by reducing the sensor sampling
rate, which can relieve a transmission rate for transmitting the sensor data to the central server and/or an internal data
load in the control unit or in the vehicle system (e.g. data volume in the vehicle bus). On the other hand, the sampling
rate may be increased in some occasions, in order to better address that fact the many high dynamic objects are in the
predetermined region, such thereby the detection accuracy of the objects may be improved and also an overall safety
feature of the AD vehicle may be increased.
[0028] In addition, the parameter can be indicative of a sensor resolution, which can also have the advantage of
reducing the amount of data. The sensor resolution can be achieved, for example, with a camera by reducing the pixels,
with sensors that contain several sub-sensors, sub-sensors can be switched off, etc. On the other hand, also here the
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sensor resolution may be increased in the case of high dynamic regions, e.g., in order to increase a detection accuracy
of objects.
[0029] The parameter can be indicative of a communication setting, e.g. a transmission power, a transmission rate,
a transmission time or period, or the like, which has the advantage of reducing a data amount and/or energy consumption
or that, for example, in the case of tele-operated driving the transmission rate or period may be increased, etc.
[0030] The parameter can also be indicative of an environment model, so that, for example, the type of model, an
update rate or the like can be advantageously adapted to the predicted dynamics and thus a data rate can be reduced.
[0031] The parameter may also be indicative of a driving mode so that a driving speed, an engine mode (e.g. sports
mode, eco mode or the like) or the like can be advantageously adapted and in the case of a tele-operated driving (ToD)
vehicle a suitable ToD mode can be selected.
[0032] In some examples, all the parameters mentioned above or any combination of them are also provided.
[0033] In some embodiments, the control unit receives the message via a mobile communications network, whereby
the mobile communications network corresponds to the 2G, 3G, 4G or 5G standard, for example, without restricting the
present invention in this respect to a specific mobile communications standard. Transmission via the mobile network
has the advantage that the vehicle can always receive messages as soon as it is in a corresponding coverage area.
The vehicle or control unit may have an appropriate radio interface for receiving the message.
[0034] In some embodiments, the parameter is also indicative of a transmission rate of a mobile communications
channel, so that it is advantageous to select a mobile communications channel with a higher or lower transmission rate
according to the predicted dynamics or to select a predefined transmission channel. Accordingly, in some embodiments,
the control unit is set up to select a predefined mobile communication channel based on the received message.
[0035] In some embodiments, the control unit is further configured to request the message for the predetermined
region. This has the advantage that only the information that is relevant for the given region into which the vehicle will
drive in the future is requested. This can reduce the amount of data and the processing time.
[0036] The control unit can also be configured to predict the future path of the vehicle and to request the message for
the predetermined region on the basis of the predicted future path. This allows the control unit, for example, to adjust
through which regions the vehicle drives and, based on this, to request the message if necessary. For example, there
may be regions where no high dynamics can be expected (e.g. on field paths, in sparsely populated areas), etc.
[0037] In some embodiments, the control unit is further configured to transmit the path of the vehicle, e.g. to another
vehicle and/or to a server or remote computer. The receiving entity, e.g. the vehicle or server, can then determine on
the basis of the transmitted path, whether it has information, e.g. about objects and their dynamics in regions which
coincide with the path, wherein the entity can then transmit a message including the respective information to the
requesting control unit (or vehicle). Thereby, the control unit can advantageously collect information about the dynamics
of objects from different sources.
[0038] In some embodiments, the message is indicative of a number of objects within in a dynamic cluster. Different
dynamic clusters can, for example, specify the speed or dynamic range in which the dynamics of the different objects
are. This has the advantage that the message has to contain only few information, e.g. only the number of contained
objects for each dynamic cluster, which reduces the amount of data transfer. The dynamic clusters themselves can, for
example, be fixed, so that both the control unit and the server know the clusters in advance. However, the dynamic
clusters can also be defined dynamically or at given times
[0039] In some embodiments, the control unit is further configured to cluster objects in dynamic clusters, which has
the advantage that the control unit has to process less data and the prediction of the dynamics may be simplified.
[0040] In some embodiments, the vehicles (control units) may communicate directly with each other, i.e. without
involving any base station transceiver, which is also referred to as Device-to-Device (D2D) communication. An example
of D2D is direct communication between vehicles, also referred to as Vehicle-to Vehicle communication (V2V), car-to-
car, DSRC, respectively. Technologies enabling such D2D-communication include 802.11p, 3GPP system (4G, 5G, NR
and beyond), etc.
[0041] Hence, in some embodiments, the control unit is further configured to receive the message via a sidelink to at
least one other vehicle. The sidelink may be established wirelessly, e.g. according to WiFi-standard or based on mobile
communications, e.g. in accordance with LTE, LTE-A or also 5G, which allows to have a vehicle-to-vehicle over which
data can be transmitted. In such cases, the control unit can receive messages directly from other vehicles which are in
a certain range around the control unit, e.g. 500 m, without limiting the present embodiment to this specific range.
[0042] As discussed above, in some embodiments, a server or remote computer is configured to predict the dynamics
of objects in an environment, and, thus, in a predetermined region (also referred to as centralized approach) and, for
example, to transmit the prediction result in the message. However, in some embodiments, the control unit is further
configured to predict the dynamics of objects in the predefined region (also referred to as decentralized approach). Of
course, in some embodiments, the two approaches are also mixed. For instance, the decentralized approach may also
be used in cases, where no communication to a central server is possible, e.g. due to overload, missing radio coverage
or the like. Furthermore, the decentralized approach has the advantage that no central structure, e.g. server, or the like
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is needed.
In some embodiments, the control unit is further configured to define the predetermined region. For instance, the control
unit can determine or define the size, shape or the like of the regions based on the future path, so that the message
also contains only information about the predicted dynamics in the given/predetermined region(s). For example, a region
for a motorway can essentially correspond to the shape of the motorway, whereas in a city, the predetermined region
can be circular or rectangular and cover a larger region surrounding the control unit/vehicle, e.g. several crossroads and
their streets, in order to also capture the dynamics in the wider surroundings. Finally, the path in the city can also be
adapted more easily, e.g. to current traffic situations than in the case on the motorway, etc., such that in the city it may
be advantageous to have regions also covering alternative paths, etc.
[0043] Some embodiments pertain to a (motor) vehicle including the control unit described herein, wherein the motor
vehicle is, for example, a car with an electric motor and/or a combustion engine, a motorcycle or the like.
[0044] Some embodiments pertain to a method for adjustment of a parameter of a vehicle, based on predicted dynamics
of objects in a predetermined region, the method comprising:

receiving a message which is indicative for dynamics of objects in a predetermined region; predicting dynamics of
objects in the predetermined region; and
adjusting a parameter of the vehicle based on the predicted dynamics of objects in the predetermined region, as
discussed herein.

[0045] The method can be performed by the control unit, or it can be partially performed by a server or remote computer.
[0046] Moreover, some embodiments pertain to a system which includes at least the control unit (the vehicle including
the control unit) and a server and/or multiple vehicles, as discussed herein.
[0047] In the following, embodiments of the present invention are described under reference of accompanied drawings,
in which:

Fig. 1 schematically illustrates different regions with different dynamics and shows a path of a vehicle;

Fig. 2 shows a curve of how dynamics change on the path;

Fig. 3 schematically illustrates an embodiment of a system according a centralized approach;

Fig. 4 schematically illustrates different shapes of regions;

Fig. 5 schematically illustrates an embodiment of a system according a decentralized approach;

Fig. 6 is a flowchart of a method.

[0048] Fig. 1 illustrates a map 1, which is obtained, e.g. in a first step, and contains information about the dynamics
in predetermined regions 2a to 2g.
[0049] The regions 2a to 2g are shown with different hatching, which symbolizes different dynamics in the regions 2a
to 2g. Moreover, Fig. 1 illustrates a (planned) path 3 of a vehicle, which will be followed by the vehicle in the future.
[0050] In a second step, the dynamics for the regions 2a to 2g are linked to the future path 3 of the vehicle. The
development of the predicted dynamics is also illustrated in Fig. 2, showing on the ordinate the dynamics [m/s] and on
the abscissa the path position. As can be taken from Fig. 2, the predicted dynamics change on the path, and, thus, the
vehicle can adapt its applications accordingly in dependency of the dynamics in a final step.
[0051] As also discussed above, in some embodiments, similar as the concept of predictive quality of service (pQoS)
for radio communication, where the quality of the future radio communication is predicted, a concept is introduced where
the non-stationariness or dynamics of objects in an environment, such as regions 2a-6, is predicted, which is referred
to predictive dynamics of environment (pDoE). With this information a vehicle is able to adapt, for example, its sensors
(sampling), environmental model (update rate), driving mode (speed of the ADV), and/or the selection of an appropriate
ToD mode, and communication settings such as transmit power, transmission period etc.
[0052] Fig. 3 schematically illustrates an embodiment of a system 10 according a centralized approach.
[0053] The system 10 at least includes an AD vehicle 11 including a control unit 12 and a server 13.
[0054] The control unit 12 is connected via a mobile communications network to a base station 14, which, in turn, is
connected via a network 15 to the server 13.
In this case, the pDoE is managed by the network, i.e. the server 13. Although, in this embodiment only one server 13
is shown, in some embodiment, multiple servers are provided for managing the pDoE.
[0055] In the centralized pDoE approach of this embodiment, a database 16 is provided in the server 13 which collects
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the dynamics of certain regions, including regions 2a-g of Fig. 1. In this embodiments, this data is updated through
sensor sharing, e.g., provided by multiple vehicles including sensors for detecting objects and their dynamics.
[0056] In the present embodiment, the control unit 12 has a processor 17, a memory 18, a mobile communications
interface 19, and a bus-interface 20, which is connected to sensors, such as sensor 21, which is exemplary a LIDAR
camera in the present embodiment. Of course, typically, there are multiple sensors provided in the vehicle 11, e.g. which
are needed i.a. for providing automated driving, but which are omitted here for the sake of simplicity.
[0057] The control unit 12 of the vehicle 11 is configured to determine the path 3 (see Fig. 1), which will be driven by
the vehicle 11. For this future path 3, the control unit 12 requests the pDoE from the server 13 via an Uu link of the base
station 14 (e.g. LTE-base station).
[0058] In this embodiment, the control unit 12 also transmits path data of the path 3 to the server 13, such that the
server 13 determines for which regions, such as regions 2a-g, it has dynamic object data. The server 13 performs
prediction of the dynamics of the objects in the predetermined regions, e.g. regions 2a-g.
[0059] In this embodiments, the measuring of dynamics of an environment/region involves an environmental model
which includes objects having different movement profiles.
[0060] Hence, in this embodiment, objects are clustered into same movement profiles in certain areas (which are
identical with regions in this embodiment, without limiting the present invention in that regard).
[0061] Fig. 4 schematically illustrates different example shapes of areas or regions 26 to 29, wherein the size is for
all shapes the same (e.g. 100 m2, without limiting the present invention in this regard). In this embodiments, the shape
and size of the regions or areas 26 to 29 is determined by the server 13.
[0062] The server 13 clusters the objects in different dynamic clusters, as also shown in Table 1 below, which exemplary
shows five dynamic clusters, wherein the first cluster includes objects, which have a velocity of 0, the second dynamic
cluster includes objects having a velocity of 0.1-1 m/s, etc.
[0063] For each dynamic cluster, the server 13 determines the number of objects in the predetermined region/area.

[0064] In addition or alternatively, in some embodiments, a clustering of objects with a certain direction of motion is
performed.
[0065] The server 13 includes the information in a message, wherein the message includes the number of the dynamic
cluster and the associated number of objects (e.g. (1;10), (2;2), (3; 5) ...).
[0066] The meaning of the dynamic clusters is predefined in this embodiment (while in in others, this can be determined
by the control unit 12, the server 13 or both).
[0067] The control unit 12 receives the message from the server 13 over the mobile communications interface 19 and
then adapts its sensors, e.g. sensor 21 (awareness, e.g. sample rate, resolution etc.), its communication, e.g. the transmit
rate of the mobile communications interface 19 and its driving mode (e.g. speed).
[0068] An embodiment according to the decentralized approach is schematically illustrated in Fig. 5. For the sake of
simplicity, the vehicle 11 structurally corresponds to the vehicle 11 of Fig. 3, wherein in the present embodiment, the
control unit 12 is configured to communicate via a sideline with other vehicle, such as vehicle 25 depicted in Fig. 5.
For the decentralized pDoE approach, the information of the dynamics of future environments is requested or shared
via a sidelink in the same fashion as pQoS might be shared for decentralized communication systems.
[0069] Thus, vehicle 25 is able to send in the present embodiment a collective perception message (CPM) to vehicle
11 (control unit 12), which contains objects experienced in the same or close environment, which is a sensor sharing
massage which shares objects (whereas the pDoE message of the centralized approach of Fig. 3, for example, shares
the dynamics of environment for future regions into which the vehicle drives).
[0070] The control unit 12 receives the CPM from the vehicle 25 via sidelink which is established over the mobile
communications interface 19 between the vehicle 11 and the vehicle 25 and processes the data accordingly.
[0071] In this embodiments, the control unit 12 processes the CPM received from the vehicle 25 and other vehicles

Table 1

Dynamic cluster Dynamics (m/s) Number of objects

1 0 10

2 0.1-1 2

3 1-9 5

4 9-20 0

5 20-30 1

... ....
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which are in a surrounding area, e.g. of 500 m.
[0072] From that, the control unit 12 takes the information, which objects are present and, for example, which velocity
the objects have. Thus, the CPM message are indicative for dynamics of objects in a predetermined region.
[0073] On the basis of this information, the control unit 12 performs prediction of the dynamics of objects in the
predetermined region (e.g. one or the regions 2a-g) and, then, adjusts a parameter of the vehicle based on the predicted
dynamics of objects in the predetermined region 2a-g, wherein, as discussed, the parameter is indicative of at least one
of: a sensor sampling rate, a sensor resolution, a communication setting, an environment model and/or a drive model.
[0074] In some embodiments, the sharing of the CPM may result in a high communication load, which may not be the
case for the centralized approach of the embodiment of Fig. 3.
[0075] In this embodiment, the control unit 12 itself determines the predetermined regions. However, in some embod-
iments, the control unit 12 is configured to transmit path data to the other vehicles 25 and the other vehicles 25 check
whether they have information about objects in a region which coincides with that path transmitted by the control unit
12 of the vehicle 11 and transmit corresponding data, e.g. in the form of a CPM message, in the case that it has the
requested information.
In the following, an embodiment of a method 30 for adjustment of a parameter of a vehicle, e.g. vehicle 11, is discussed
under reference of Fig. 6.
[0076] At 31, a message is received which is indicative for dynamics of objects in a predetermined region. For example,
in the case of the embodiment of Fig. 3, the control unit 12 receives the message from the server 13 (Fig. 3), whereas
in the embodiments of Fig. 5, the control unit 12 receives the CPM message from another vehicle, e.g. vehicle 25.
[0077] At 32, the method comprises predicting dynamics of objects in the predetermined region. As discussed, in the
centralized approach embodiment of Fig. 3, the server 13 is configured to perform the prediction, such that in this
embodiment, typically, this step is performed before step 31. In the case of the decentralized approach embodiment of
Fig. 5, the control unit 12 is configured to perform the prediction.
[0078] At 33, a parameter of the vehicle is adjusted based on the predicted dynamics of objects in the predetermined
region, as discussed herein.

Reference signs

[0079]

1 map

2a-g regions

3 path

10 system

11 vehicle

12 control unit

13 server

14 base station

15 network

16 database

17 processor

18 memory

19 mobile communications interface

20 bus-interface
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21 LIDAR camera (sensor)

25 vehicle

31 receiving message

32 predicting dynamics

33 adjusting parameter

Claims

1. A control unit for a vehicle (11), wherein the control unit (12) is configured to:

receive a message which is indicative for dynamics of objects in a predetermined region (2a-g) which coincides
with a path (3) of the vehicle (11); and
adjust a parameter of the vehicle (11) based on the received message.

2. The control unit of claim 1, wherein the parameter is indicative of at least one of: a sensor sampling rate, a sensor
resolution, a communication setting, an environment model and/or a drive model.

3. The control unit of anyone of the preceding claims, wherein the message is received via a mobile communications
network.

4. The control unit of claim 3, wherein the parameter is indicative of a transmission rate of a mobile communications
channel.

5. The control unit of claim 4, wherein the control unit (12) is further configured to select a predetermined mobile
communications channel, based on the received message.

6. The control unit of anyone of the preceding claims, wherein the control unit (12) is further configured to request the
message for the predetermined region (2a-g).

7. The control unit of claim 6, wherein the control unit (12) is further configured to predict the future path of the vehicle
and to request the message on the basis of the predicted path.

8. The control unit of anyone of the previous claims, wherein the control unit (12) is further configured to transmit the
path of the vehicle.

9. The control unit of anyone of the previous claims, wherein the message is indicative of a number of objects within
a dynamic cluster.

10. The control unit of anyone of the previous claims, wherein the control unit (12) is further configured to cluster objects
in dynamic clusters.

11. The control unit of anyone of the previous claims, wherein the control unit (12) is further configured to receive the
message via a sidelink to at least one other vehicle (25).

12. The control unit of anyone of the previous claims, wherein the control unit (12) is further configured to predict the
dynamics of objects in the predefined region (2a-g) and/or wherein the message includes a prediction of the dynamics
of objects in the predefined region (2a-g).

13. The control unit of anyone of the previous claims, wherein the control unit (12) is further configured to define the
predetermined region (2a-g).

14. A vehicle (11) including a control unit (12) according to anyone of the previous claims.
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15. A method (30) for adjustment of a parameter of a vehicle, based on predicted dynamics of objects in a predetermined
region, the method comprising:

Receiving (31) a message which is indicative for dynamics of objects in a predetermined region;
Predicting (32) dynamics of objects in the predetermined region; and
adjusting (33) a parameter of the vehicle based on the predicted dynamics of objects in the predetermined region.
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